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SIGN OF THE TIMES: PART I

Journal Venues for Clinician-Educators
Robert Smola, MD; Carlos A. Estrada, MD, MS; and Ryan Kraemer, MD
Dr. Smola is a PGY-2 resident at the Tinsley Harrison Internal Medicine Residency Program, Dr. Kraemer is assistant
professor of medicine and assistant program director, and Dr. Estrada is division director at the University of Alabama
at Birmingham and the senior scholar at the Birmingham VAMC Quality Scholars Program.

“Someone should write that up!”

determined by inclusion in the National Library of Medicine catahis phrase is frequently heard at
logue. We also included relevant
the end of a case conference or
journals from recent reviews and an
morning report. Not only is publicaannotated bibliography.1-3 Additiontion in peer-reviewed journals an im- ally, Dr. Peña et al. provided a list of
venues for quality and safety work
portant step in the training of
medical students and resident physi- in the August 2011 SGIM Forum.4
cians, but it also remains an imporWhat factors should I consider
tant criterion for advancement and
•
when selecting a journal?
promotion for clinician-educators at
Perhaps the most important critemost academic institutions.
rion in journal selection is making
“Where should I publish my
sure the journal has a manuscript
medical education project?” You
category that fits your article. Visit
may hear this question repeated at
the “instructions for authors” page
faculty or national meetings. Every
on the journal’s website to see
day, clinician-educators innovate
what manuscript categories are
teaching and evaluation methods,
available for publication. Here you
implement new curricula, and conwill find guidance for the structure
duct original educational research.
Choosing the right journal venue of each type of manuscript submission along with word, author, and
for publication can become a challenging roadblock for many trainees table/figure limits. To find a cateand junior faculty. Below we list our gory that fits your article, take a
moment to think about the
answers to commonly asked quesstrengths of your submission. For
tions about journal selection.
instance, if a major strength of your
case report is an interesting image,
At what point in the writing
then perhaps an “images” category
process should I select a journal?
would fit best. On the other hand,
We suggest selecting several tar•
if you have a case with a poignant
get journals early in the writing
process since the format, length re- teaching point, then a full case requirements, and style of the journal port with discussion may fit better.
will have a significant impact on the For a brand new innovative medical
education topic, a brief report such
writing process.
as Medical Education’s “Really
Which journals publish case
Good Stuff” may fit well,5 whereas
a more developed curriculum with
reports and medical education
several rounds of evaluation data
projects?
•
In order to facilitate the submission would likely need a full manuscript
of case reports and medical educa- category. Other important considertion projects, we have updated the atons are listed below:
list of journal venues published in a
2011 issue of SGIM Forum. (http:// • Impact Factor. This is a
measure of the frequency with
www.sgim.org/publications/sgimwhich the average article in a
forum). Journals are listed accordjournal is cited. Journals with
ing to their most recent impact
high impact factors usually have
factor. Medline-indexed status was

T

1

lower acceptance rates. A
highly innovative single-center
study or a multi-center welldesigned educational research
study have better chances of
being considered for publication
in more prominent journals. At a
minimum, we look for journals
indexed in PubMed.
Publication Cost. Cost varies
from none to $2,000 to $3,000.
Setting aside the debate of the
professional value of journals
that charge publication fees,6
we avoid expensive journals.
We reserve paying publication
costs for certain journals that
require a small fee per page
published or when a grant can
cover the cost of a worthwhile
project and we have an interest
in wide dissemination.
Additionally, some figures for
case reports and clinical
vignettes are just better
displayed in color. Finally, a
small publication fee is worth
spending to empower the
novice writer.
Journal Audience. The
readership of a journal will vary
based on its intended target
audience. Most journals will list
their mission statement or aims
on their website. Review this
information to see if your
manuscript is a good potential
fit for the journal.
Journal Style. Once you have
identified a preliminary list of
target journals, review the table
of contents of a few issues as
well as a few publications. It
will give you an idea of the type
of articles published and writing
style.
continued on page 2
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How do I know if a journal
publishes in this area?
Perform a focused literature search
by restricting only to the journal. In
PubMed, one can search a specific
journal by selecting “Advanced”
search and changing “All Fields” to
“Journal.” A journal that just published a very similar study is less
likely to consider yours. At the
same time, a journal that regularly
publishes on the topic may be interested in innovative approaches to
examine the same problem. If a
journal venue has never published a
related topic, contacting the editors
with a short summary of the purpose of your work may help clarify
fit. Such communications are not
“binding,” and we have found
them useful.
How many journals should I
select?
We usually pick several journals
with similar requirements of varying
impact factors. If our article is rejected by the first journal, we will
take the suggestions/feedback to
see if it can be improved for subsequent submission. This improves
the overall chance of successful
publication.

resources on MedEdPortal.7 In addition to a description of the medical
education initiative, MedEdPortal allows uploading of educational materials for dissemination.
How else can I get advice on
journal selection?
Ask your co-authors and colleagues
about journals that have published
their work. Additionally, ask if they
will share from which journals they
have had submissions rejected. This
information can be valuable as you
gain experience with different journals in your area.
Additional tips and suggestions
for identifying and moving case reports from concept to publication
are available from Drs. Mookherjee
and Berger in the June 2015 SGIM
Forum.8 Also, Dr. Rebecca Blanchard
et al. recently published strategies
for submitting educational innovations for publication in JGME.9
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For more information, see: Case Reports/Clinical Vignettes & Imaging—General Internal Medicine
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